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DE1OS1TION

—

THE GEOTHERMAL CONSTRAINT

J.S. Guc1mundsson and T.R. Bott

The world wide status of geothermal energy developments
aie reviewed and the opportunities for its utilisation
emphasised.
Several different methods of recovering the energy
contained in geothermal fluids are discussed briefly
including; total flow systems, district heating, power
generation, heat exchangers and desalination.
The major
obstacle in all applications appears to be the deposition
of dissolved solids from the geothermal fluid onto surfaces.
The paper discusses the relationship between underground
and surface conditions on the solubility of dissolved
salts and the effects upon utilisation of the energy.
Disposal of these solids could represent a problem but
at the same time could be overcome by providing a
source of valuable raw materia1
The parer outlines experimental work on the
deposition of dissolved minerals from geothermal waters
onto surfaces particularly as it affects energy transfer.
The fouling of heat exchanger surfaces is shown to
follow a linear relationship with time for low velocities.
At higher flow rates the relationship appears to be
asymrtotic.
The main conclusion of the paper is that an. under—
standing o the mechanism and quantltatlve nata on
deposition is essential for the successful utilisation
of geothermal energy.
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INTRODUCTION
The rapid depletion of fossil fuels has stimulate
d interest in other
forms of energy amongst which is the utilisation
of the heat of the
earth itself. The emphasis is on the effealive
exploraLion of known
areas of geothermal activity and in the search for
new locations of
steam and hot water. More recently there has been
an interest in the
use of artificially created sources of steam and
hot water.
The temperature of the earth increases with
depth. Heat is being
generated within the earth and conducted to the
surface. The average
temperature increse with, depth (temperature
gradient) Is about
n°c/ (1,2,5) and the average heat flux at the
surface has been
estimated as 006 W/m
2 (2,4).
The first electricity generating plant base
d on naturally occurring
steam was built in 1904 at the Lardereilo
field in Italy (5). Since
that time there has been slow, but fruitful
development in the technology
of utilisation, and in 1970 the electrical outp
ut of the Larderello
field had risen to about 400 ‘P A number o±
other countries where
geothermal activity occurs have also contribut
ed to the developments in
different applications including Hungary,
Iceland, Indonesia, Japan,
Nexico, New Zealand, the ti.S.A. and U.S.S..R.
The utilisation of the
geothermal energy in Iceland has recently been
outlined (7) demonstrating
how it can be used for district heating, is.
horticulture, and for
industry, in addition to the generation of
electricity. The temperatures
of the geothermal sources exploited by man rang
e from above ambient to
near critical (8). These temperatures arise
in different geothermal
systems for which several classifications have
been suggested (2,9,10).
These classifications may be either for geol
ogical or technological
(or engineering) uses, the latter being of inter
est for the purposes of
this paper.
There are two basic types of geothermal areas
: convection and
conduction. The convection areas occur where
the rock is permeable to
water. Cold water percolates down to hot regio
ns and is heated before
rising to shallower levels. These areas are termed
hydrothermal
convection systems and account for virtually
all the geothermal energy
utilised by man (i). Conduction areas occu
r where a thermal availability
exists but the hot rock Is not permeable to
water. These areas are not
well known and have not yet been exploited
(2).
The hydrothermal areas may produce hot wate
r, steam—water mixtures
or superheated steam; traditionally these
have been referred to as hot
water, wet steam and dry steam fields resne
ctively. From the point of
view of utilisation it is convenient to class
ify geothermal areas
according to Figure 1. The difference betwee
n steam and. water doninated
areas has been discussed by White et al
(11) and the difference between
hish and low temoerature water dominated areas
by .Bodvarsson (12). Low
ternera’ure water dominated areas are taose
with reservalr temperatures
less than 1500C. High temperature wate dom
r
inated areas are those with
reaer.oir terineratuces greater thor. 150°C
but snually greater than 203°C.
0r steam dominated areas are those that
rroduce predonimant]y steam
a reservoir terperature approximately 2000,
and they aDCoarLt for
probably or.’i 5 rer cent of all geotherm
al syste’s with i’eSam’.Dir
atares greater than 20000 (‘:o).
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It is su-gested that the classification should include a reference
to the solids content to draw attention to the practical difficulties
of utili.sation (see Figure 1). The classification reflects changing
composition from geothermal waters with compositions similar to ground
water through concentrations similar to sea water and up to highly
concentrated brines.
The steam dominated fields are probably the easiest to exploit for
two reasons:—
1.
The enthaply of one kilogramme of dry steam is higher than, the
heat content of one kilogramme of water at the same temperature and
pressure.
2. The mineral content of the steam is small (or non—existant)
although there is likely to be contamination from gases such as CO
2 and
smaller amounts of lipS, N
2 and Nli
The presence of these gases
particularly those that are acidic in nature., can give rise to corrosion
problems in the equipment handling the steam (15).
The use of water dominated fields present two major problems for
the utilisation engineer, in addition to potential corrosion problems,
which are directly related to the dissolved solids:—
1.

The deposition of solids (possibly in conjunction with
in processing equipment arid transfer lines with a resultant

corrosion)

loss of operating efficiency.

2. The environmental problem of the rejection of hot waste waters
usually containing sussended finely divided solids. Discharge to rivers
oay cause ecological dfficultes or silti proaleru and r ect,o i
the geothermal field itself may cause restricted activity due to
‘plugging’ of the porous rock structure.
The geological and chemical factors give rise to a spectrum of
solutes and solute concentration that is extremely complex and the
interaction of the factors will vary even within the same field and
certainly in different parts of the world. Ellis (14) concludes that
roughly two categories of dissolved solids may be defined:—
1.
‘Soluble’ elements (of which there are very few) including
chloride, bromide, iodide, boron, cesium, lithium and ammonia under
high temperature deep water conditions.
2. Elements with concentrations controlled by minral equilibria
constrained by the temperature and pressure conditions. For example the
concentratlon of slca an water of known systems above about 150°C is
controlled by the solubility of quartz (15). The ratio of sodium to
potassium is considered to be associated with the feldspar
equilibria (16).
In recent years there have been developments towards the use of the
heat contained in ‘dry rock’ at great deohis (5).
In this technicue
heat energy is extracted by pumminq down to the rook a heat transfer
medium (say water) and returning it to the sur’ace.
The engineering
developed for crude oil production can be adarted and holes of up to
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9 km (17) have been drilled though 4—6 km is
likely to be more accepta
and economic. The technique has
ble

problems additional to tho
se associated
with the use of ‘natural geother
mal energy, particularly
as far as the
recovery of the heat is concern
ed since the deep rock, say
granite, does
not transfer heat effective
ly. Some additional techniq
ue of rock
disintegration below ground may
be required in order to
improve the heat
transfer effectiveness. Diffic
ulties associated with diss
olved solids
can be anticipated just as with
the use of ‘natural’ geo
thermal activity.
Despite the problems it is imp
ortant to develop, applica
tions for the
low enthalpy water as these can
make a valuable contributi
on
to the
energy position in relation to
domestic heating, horticu
ltu
re,
and
possibly some industrial situatio
ns. Interest in the U.K..
wil
l
probably
be cenbred upon these applicatio
ns (18).
Geothermal sources in the U.K.
are limited to conduction
(hot rock)
and low temperature (hydrothermal
) areas (2). In the low
temoerature
Bath—Bristol area waters at tem
peratures approaching 50°C
have been
measured. There are indicatio
ns that.the reservoir temper
ature of the
area might be higher. From warm
springs in Derbyshire and Not
tingham,
waters close to 60°C could be
available, and in Cheshire,
Worcestershire
and Hampshire waters near 100°C
might be obtained.. There
are other
potential low temperature water
dominated areas in the U.K.
Waters in
the temperature range 60—100°C
are probably most economical
ly
used for
district heating or greenhouse
heating.
Geothermal areas of great
interest in the U.K. are the
potential conduction areas
in Cornwall and
Durham. These areas are not
permeable to water. Any ext
raction of the
heal contained in the dry hot
rock must involve deep dri
llin
g, fracturing
of rock and circulation of wal
er through heat exchangers.
The technology
for hot rock exploitation is
still being developed.
UTILISATION METHODS
Most of the geothermal energy
extracted from the earth is
used for
generating electricity (1). Bec
ause geothermal sources occ
ur usually
remote from large centres of
population, they have to be
utilised
locally for electrical generation
. It is therefore, not sur
prising that
80 per cent of the extracted hea
t is used for producing ele
ctricity.
The estimated world generating
capacity at the end of 1975
was
about 14D’DI (6,10). About 70
per cent of the installed
capacity is in
steam—dominated areas. Althou
gh the steam areas have not
been fully
exrloited, most future increas
es in the extraction of
geo
ther
mal energy,
must come from areas dominat
ed by hot water. For future
develooments
concentration of effort must be
made in utiisirg hot wat
er dominated
areas.
Direct Flashing
Zn this techniq.e the fluic
is brogh: to tne surface,
.flashed, and
the steam. produced is used for
rower generation in conjun
ction with a
turbine.
Zb.e rower plants generating
electricity fran gohe:mal
areas
oroducing steam—water mixture
s are of three basic tvos
as
sior
n in
figure 2. In nfl the ‘I.ans
tl geohheraZ alear is use
d directy in
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the turbines. The simplest of these power plants is the flon—COfldCn5jr]
type; the steam leaving the turbines is exhausted to atmosphere. The
plants are simple in oerat±on but not very efficient.
The more common
power plant condenses the steam leaving the turbine and these plants
are of two types: ‘single—flash’ and ‘double—flash’. The designs are
improvements on the noncondensing plant.
The reservoir temperature of the hot water areas utilised are in the
range 200—300°C (6). At lower temperatures the amount of steam produced
by flashing, to any reasonable turbine inlet pressure, is probably too
small for economic generation of electricity. Presently, the lower
limit is considered to be about 180°c (1,10).
If hot water at 200—300°C is flashed down to 150°C, the mass of
steam produced will be in the range 10—30 per cent of the total fluid.
In all the operational geothermal power plants utilising steam—water
mixtures, the large quantities of hot water are discharged at 50—150°C
without further use and the thermal efficiency of these plants is
therefore very law. To improve the efficiency it is important to utilise
the heat energy contained in the reject water. The operational
temperature range of 50—150°C is also characteristic of the low
temperature hydrothermal areas, as classified above.
The use of the
reject water from power plants operating in high temperature areas and
the water produced by low temperature areas, may generally, be considered
together.
Binary Cycles
The binary cycle (19) offers the possibility of generating
electrical power from geothermal fluids with reservoir temmeratures
less than 200°C. The flow dia.ram of the cycle is sho;rn in Figure 5
but power plants of this type have only been operated for eroerimental
purposes.
In the binary cycle a hydrocarbon working fluid is heated/
evaporated/surer—heated in heat exchangers and then expanded directly
in a specially designed turbine.
Isobutane has been suggested as a
possible working fluid..ssuming a suitable fluid is available, the
efficiency of this binary cycle depends largely on the heat exchange
process. For a 50 MW binary cycle plant it has been estimated that
50—40 per cent of the cost will be for heat exchangers (20).
The
main exhcnagers, extracting the heat from the hot geothermal fluid, are
estimated to account for about half the exchanger cost or 15—20 rer cent
of the total costs
An optimum heat exchanger design is therefore
crucial in determining the viability of binary cycle power generation.
The need for optimisation is reflected in the search for suitable
heat exchange methods, in order to reduce or eliminate the fouling
problem. One solution involves a modified version of the conceot of
multistage flash as used in desalination (21). A different aoproach
attempts to use direct contact heat exchange (20).
Total Flow
In high temrerature areas the single flash and binary cycle roger
alants have similar efficiencies.
For a geothermal area with reservoir
temperature of 300°C the efficiency for conversion from shermal to
electrical energy has been esbinaled as only 11 per con; (p2).
A ao.’er
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cycle utilizing most of
the thermal energy of
steam—water mixtures
been prorosed (22); the
has
total flow cycle, as
shown in Figure 4..
steam—waler mixture from
The
the borehole is fed dir
ectly through a
convergent—divergent noz
zle and a specially des
igned turbine. For
geothermal reservoir temper
a
ature of 300°C the eff
iciency for conversio
from thermal to electrica
n
l energJ has been est
imated as 26 per cent,
60 per cent higher than the
or
11 per cent for fla
sh and binary plants.
Fresh Waler Production
Waters from high temperatu
re areas need not be
used for power
generation only; they are
ideal for desalinatio
n in arid areas provid
power and fresh water at
ing
the same time (25)
(24). The requirement
regards water salinity are
s as
similar for desalinatio
n and. district
utilities involving spa
ce heating and domest
ic hot water.
temperature area a novel
In a high
method is being used
to produce hot fresh
The technique consists of
water.
a two stage flash. sep
aration. down to 50°C
concentrated brine bei
with
ng rejected at that
temperature. The steam
injected into the fresh
is
water, the resulting
hot water is degassed
approximately 100°C before
at
being distributed
(7).
THE SILICA C0NSrRUNT
With most geothermal wa
ters, corrosion is lik
ely to occur. Standard
methods may usually be
employed to reduce the
problem of corrosio
as is done in low temper
n such
ature areas producing
wa
ter for district
heating (25,26).
The problem of deposit
ion of dissolved cons
tituents appears to
limited to high temper
be
ature areas.
It has long been rec
silica is the major sub
ognised that
stance giving rise to
deposition and that
compounds present onl
other
y a secondary proble
m. The behaviour of
geothermal waters may
silica in
therefore be the ma
jor constraint on the
zation of geothermal ene
utili
rgy.
Of the several forms
of silica that edst
in equilibrium with
quartz is the most sta
ble end amorphous sil
watera
ic
a
the
least stable. Qu
is therefore the least
artz
soluble and amorphous
silica the most solub
In high temperature are
le (27)..
as the amount of sil
ica dissolved in the
reseroir fluid depend
s on the solubility of
quartz (15,28). It
however, been demonstra
has,
ted that amorphous sil
ic
a is the form which
precipitates from geo
thermal and other acu
ecus solutions on co
and cooling (27—50).
ncentration
The solubility of cu
artz and amorphous
water is shown in Figu
silica in
re 5 (51).
The principal form of
dissolved silica in
water is monosilicic
acid H
SiOL. which is a. weak
4
acid and therefore pra
ctically andissociated
in neutral solutions
(32).
In basic solutona wne
the acid dissociates
n the pd> 9, howeve
and increases the tot
r,
al
considerably (35
). The solubilities shorn it’. solubility of silica
i’igure 5 are for neutr
condizions.
al
‘‘hen a solu’ioa satura
ten with silica as
cooled, rae excess srl
acid will nolymerize
acac
until a new equilibr
iun is reaDhed (27
In an alkaline solution
51,
,
5-r—
36).
the polymerization
11795 rise to r..egativ
charged colloids (54,55
er:
). Ceotheacal watars are
uslafly neutral or
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basic (28).
Excess silicic acid will also deposit and form hard
sCales. The
reaction involved is one of dehydration as is the polymerizatio
n
oroceas (5’+,35).
In geothermal solutions supersaturated with silicic
acid, there are therefore two competing removal processes;
polymerization
and deposition. The role of colloidal silica in deposition
is not clear.
It has, however, been suggested that colloidal silica does
not form a
hard scale and that the problem of silica scaling might be
reduced by
allowing supersaturated solutions to polymerize before passin
g through.
pipes and ecuipment where deposition occurs
This can only reduce
(57)..
the problem if the geothermal water is not to be cooled
further during
utilization, which Is unlikely to happen.
The reservoir temperature of geothermal areas utiliz
ed for power
generation is in the range 200—500°C (8). The comoosition
of geothermal
waters involving say the concentration of dissolved silic
a, depends
to a large extent on mineral equilibria with water
(1-f)
The reservoir
temperature will therefore determine the anount of silic
a present in the
water.
It is fortunate that silica precipitates out as amorp
hous
silica, but not as quartz, because the water can be brough
t to the
surface and allowed to flash and cool before reaching the
solubility
limit where deposition occurs.
The reservoir temperature will effect
ively set the lowest temperature the geothermal waters
may be used
without deposition being a problem.
Geothermal waters in high teroerature areas may be brough
t to the
surface in two ways; by allowing the fluid to flor by cressur
e reduction
and partial flashing, or by pumping with a
puma and
maintaining the reservoir pressure. In all geothermal
areas used for
generating electricity the former method is used. Becaus
e steam is
being formed when geothermal water flashes in a borehole,
the temp
erature at which deposition from the residual water is likely
to occur
will be higher than had the water been kept under pressure
during
cooling.
This is illustrated in Figure 5 for a reservoir temper
ature
of 250°C where sensible cooling leads to deposition at
about 108°C with
flashing at 1Lf00.
The possible effect of flashing on the pH value and
therefore total solubility, has not been included. This
demonstrates
clearly the constraint put on geothermal development by
the deposition
of silica.
In all the power plants generating electricity from
geothermal
steam in high temerature water dominated areas, the residua
l hot water
is discharged into rivers, the sea and coo.ing ponds.
nis can lead to
environmental problems. A possible solution would be to
reinject the
residual water into the ground by pumping it down a boreho
le.
This
would replenish the reservoir fluid being withdrawn and
prevent such
oroblems as land subsidence. tfaters snoersaturated uith
silica, however,
are not easily rein3ecmea into porous rock cecause o aeposa
tton.
Reect±om e
1 s ce
e -y to ilic no r-pimli, £ eu log free U D
and costly reolaoements. Before reinjection the silica
must therefore
be separated out.
The settled silica could rrovide a raw material for
such processes as oiiua. ansi eo:aasium silicate manufacture
or other
silica chemicals, tmeral helpi:-u to imorove the economics
of the
overall process.
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DEPOSITION STUDIES
Recognising that deposition is likely to be
a major constraint in the
utilsation of geothermal energy it is impo
rtant to study deposition
effects. The results obtained for any par
ticular geothermal water will
be directly related to the field of origin
and it would be difficult to
draw generalised conclusions from spe
cific tests. Nevertheless specifi
c
data are of considerable value in guiding
developments and demonstrating
the potential effects of differing paramete
rs. Foremost attention to
problems relating to heat transfer is
necessary but the effects of
deposition on pressure loss in flowing
systems is also of importance.
Some Published Results
Some small scale tests to evaluate a
shell and tube heat exchanger
extracting heat from a geothermal brine
at Heber in California have been
reported by Lombard (58). The geotherm
al brine inlet temperature to the
tubes of the exchanger was about 180°C
and it contained 14,500 ppm of
disolved solids. Scale deposited in the
tubes reduced the overail heat
transfer coefficient with time. Thre
e tube materials were tested
including carbon steel, titanium and.
a 90% copper
10% nickel alloy.
Tests were conducted in a range of brine
velocities between 1.52 and
6.90 ct/s (5—20ft/sec) inside the tubes.
As the brine velocity increased
over the range the rate of decline in
the heat transfer coefficient
increased suggesting that the scale depo
sition is a function of brine
velocity (and heat flux) over the time
of exposure which was uo to
600 hours.
—

Outimum brine velocities for this par
ticular system were in the
range 1.52
2.15 rr,/s (5—7 ft/sec). Pressure drop
changes were
negligible over the period o± the test.
—

In addition to the effects of velocity
and heat flux scale formation
also seemed dependent upon the material
from which the tubes were made;
the copper—nickel alloy appeared to scale
much more rapidly than the
carbon steel or the titanium tubes whic
h resembled each other in
performance. It is possible that the
scaling is directly related to the
effects of corrosion. There was no evid
ence of corrosion with the
titanium tubes after 560 hours of test
and the carbon steel showed only
mild corrosion over a similar period.
On the other hand corrosion of
the copper—nickel alloy was evident afte
r an exposure of’ 200 hours and
they appear to corrode much faster than
the carbon steel under similar
conditions.
Some effects due to temperature were
aarent; as the brine
temerature fell to around 65°C depo
sition increased.
ccerimental work
A plate heat exchanger and simulaed
tubular bean exchangers were
used in exrerircental investigations
on geothermal water in Iceland.
Detos!ion and fouling studies were
carried out at Svartseni and
DO9 stiaad in b9e sou:’—w
es: Of Icetanl. r..iese eo-’ar—a1
areas are within the active volcanic
zone lying across Iceland arid
produce s:ear/water r.ixtures
(7). At Hvec.gerdi the eo;lermal flid
is of r’ai:. water origin but at Svar
;sengi the fluid originates fran
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sea water.
The brine used at Svartsengi came from a 402 in borehole with
a
base temperature of 21200. The steam/brine mixture was separated
in a
cyclonic separator with a small fraction of the brine used in the
plate
heat exchanger and. tubular heat exchanger experiments The exchangers
were on the same site as the borehole and separator such. that the brine,
supersaturated with silica, passed through the exchangers seconds after
being separated. The brine fed to the tube heat exchangers was obtained
by flashing off the geothermal steam/brine mixture at 10000, whereas the
fluid entering the plate heat exchanger resulted, from flashing at 15000.
Since both streams were from the same boreholes, the dissolved solids
content of the brine to the tube heat exchanger was greater, as shown
in Table 1
TABLE 1

Corrroosition of Geothermal Waters used in tbe Exaeriments

—

SVARTSE’iGI
Measurement

Plate Heat
Exchanger

pH/°C

Simulated Heat
Exchanger Tubes

7 65/20

7 5o/25

.

569.5

‘°2

Simulated Heat
Exchanger Tubes

9

46/25

581

w

8100

9700

155.4

K

1650

1585

12.9

Ca

1182

12274

521

Mg

1.5

5.93

0.25

C1

15920

16125

126.2

F

01

0.16

2.5

4
S0

355

57.6

54.9

002

22,7

19.3

119.2

S
2
H

0.1

0.1

27856

29642

Dissolved

5
o
2
h
0
5
2
H

+

+

IIO0

HS

+

5
Co

+

All concentrations in pr’.
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At Hveragerdi the geothermal water was taken
from the district
healing mains. The water comes from two bore
holes about 500 in
outside the town. These boreholes are 400
and 695 m deep, both with a
base temperature of about 200°C. The
stearrVwater mixture from the
boreholes is separated at atmospheric press
ure, the water fraction being
piped to the town and arriving in the expe
rimental heat exchangers some
20—50 minutes later. Simulated tubular heat
exchangers were used at
ilveragerdi.
The tubular heat exchangers were man
ufactured from 316 stainless
steel with a o.o-8 in thick wall. The
main tube of the exchangers was
0.5 in OD. tube 2 rn long. The first 50
cm acted as an entry section
and
a further 150 cm was surrounded by a 0.75
in 0.D cooling jacket. The
exchangers were thermally insulated. The
tubes were mounted vertically
and operated in a co—current mode at Svar
tsengi but in a counter—current
mode at Hveragerdi. At the inlet and
outlet of all streams temperatures
were measured by mercury in glass therm
ometers. From the heat exchange
r
tubes all streams were fed to a weighing
tank and drain.
At Svartsengi the geothermal brine was
fed directly from the
cyclonic separator to the tubular heat
exchangers. Similarly, the coo
l
ing water was fed directly from the wate
r mains. At Hveragerdi, however,
considerable fluctuations eDdsted in the
hot and cold water mains.
Automatic pressure regulators were therefore
installed at the hot and
cold water inlets to the exchangers.
With the passage of time there
was
a tendency for the flowrate of the geotherm
al waters, at both locations,
to decrease gradually due to increased
pressure drop resulting from
deposition in the pipelines and exchange
rs. To overcome the problem
ilowrates were adjusted each day to the
required value
The flowrate of
the cooling waters remained constant durin
g the experiments.
-.

The plate heat exchanger used at Svartseng
i was an Alfa—Laval P22
exchanger.
The exchanger had 15 plates made of 316
stainless steel and
0.51 mm thick.
Each plate had a developed heat tran
sfer area of 0.12 in
,
2
making the total heat transfer area 1,32 in
. The plate hea exchanger
2
operated in counter—current mode.
Temperatures of all streams entering and
leaving the exchanger were
measured by mercury—in—glass thermometers.
Inlet and outlet pressures of
the brine were measured. From the plate
heat exchanger both brine and
cooling water were fed to a weighing tank
and drairi
The heat exchanger tubes were used as recei
ved, as was the plate
heat exchanger.
The experimental method consisted of
regular adjustment
of the flowrates to the required values and
measuring the inlet and
out1e temperatures. Adjustments were made
at least once every day,
sometimes more often
The composition of the geothermal
waters used in
the experiments is given in Table 1. The
exnerimental conditions used in
the deposition and foiling studies are smn
anised in Table 2.
The results obtained under the different
conditions were quite
c.a_eient ii nature, At Svasen;i it i
cosadere
tre equoae
arrangement was such that the silica was pr’es
ent in r:;lecuLar form.
.b
Hveragerdi however, some colloidal silica
night have beer. present because
ere was a possibrlty that su::icienr tine
had elansea 2cr si tcic
acid in soThtion to Dotyrnerize and form
cdlloidal nart des.
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TABLE 2

—

Summary of the Exnerimental Conditions

Run
No.

Average inlet bulk
Temperature of
geothermal brine

Solubility limit

(°c)

(°c)

Reynolds number
of geothermal
brine inside tube

Svartsengi 2

90

143

44293

Svartsengi 5

90

143

39056

Svartsengi ‘-f

150

i4o

6673

Hveragerdi 1

80

74

43650

:dvererdi 2

80

74

22605

Hveragerdi 3

80

74

7299

As a measure of the inefficiencies created by the fouling effects it
is sufficient to note the changes in the estimated fouling resistance.
Visual observations after the tests revealed that the deposition had in
fact occurred on the geothermal water side only, ihich means that the
change in fouling resistance is directly related to the silica deposition
Figure 6 shows the fouling resistance for both the plate and tube
en after IC-DO aa. 80D
1eas ec a_es increases linearl with tre
hours respecively there is no change in the rate o increase in the
fouling resistance. There are insufficient data to enable conclusions as
to the direst effects of velocity to be made.
Figure 7 shows:results obtained at Hveragerdi. For the tests at
the two higher Reynolds numbers the apparent fouling resistance actually
decreases for a period after the commencement of the tests reaching a
minimum at about 500 hours. After this initial decrease the fouling
resistance increased with time and was still increasing when the tests
were stopped at 2000 hours from the beginning of the experiment.
The negative value of the estimated fouling resistance at the
beginning of the tests is due to the inadequacies of the correlations
used in the calculations which do not take full account of’ the true
hydrodynanic conditions.
At the low Reynolds number of 7299 for the geothermal water flow,
no large reduction of the fouling resistance is observed but for a
period of about 800 hours the resissance remains reasonably steady and
then begins to increase as time passes.
The imurovement of the overall heat transfer coefficient errohasisei. by
the apoarent decrease of the foaling resistance in the initial stages
of the tests at Hveragerdi is attributed to increased roughness produced
b-: the denosit of silica.
The increased rouctaless would pro:iuoe a
ereater degree of turbulence and hence en iurrcved heat trarsfer
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coefficiant on the geothermal water side, which COUIJ not be allowed for
in the calculations of the fouling resistance. Examination of the
surface of the deposit from run No. 1 at Hveragerdi showed narrow
ridges rising above a relatively uniform rough area, transverse to the
direction of water flow. Similarly rippled deposits have been observed
in quite different systems such as iron oxide and alkaline scales (39).
CONCLUDING RE’LKS
The future expansion in the utilisation of geothermal energy will most
likely come from the hot water dominated areas (high and low
temperature). The present technology of utilisation has not needed
to be particularly efficient, but as the world’s fossil fuel reserves
continue to decrease it will be important to raise the efficiency of
geothermal energy applications.
The major constraints in improving efficiency are the effects
which result from deposition from hot geothermal waters. The improve
ment of efficiency will therefore, depend upon solving the deposition
and scaling problems. As far as silica scale is concerned it is indeed
fortunate that in effect, there is a time delay factor in the formation
of particles potentially available to cause fouling problems.
Despite
this advantage there is still the need to concentrate on providing a
solution to the fouling problem which could account for an increase of
up to +C or more in the heat transfer area and hence in the capital
cost of the process plant.
Maintenance costs are also likely to be high
under these fouling conditions. Even if some secondary medium is used,
9 llln nycLrocar000,
for ti-le trarsfer of eaerg to renuce foal
ing problems, the lower heat transfer scefficients involved will still
represent an increase in heat transfer area requirement over that
theoretically possible with clean water systems
It is imperative to
be is. a rosition to utilise geothermal water directly in any energy
recovery system.
Purther urgent investigation of the solubility and complex chemical
kinetics of solute substances (eg. silica) is required together with
exarmnations of the mechanism of deposition on surfaces. The use of
additives to the water may also reduce its fouling characteristics.
It
is through a thorough understanding of all aspects that geothermal
resources may be fully utilised.
A bonus may acrue from these studies .;ith the possibility of
providing chemical raw materials based on the precipitated solwtes_
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